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We organised a private trip to Japan –
following the route that most 18 day Japan
in Winter trips follow. We travelled to
Kyushu first to see the cranes before they
left before travelling to the most northerly
island of Hokkaido to see the Sea-eagles
before they also left , and finished the trip
on Honshu where we were too late to catch
most of the tens of thousands of geese
migrating north up the western coast of
Japan.
Japan is a different sort of place – even the
birding is different- some days filled with incredible highlights which will live with you forever and
some days humdrum and difficult ( the small passerines and inland waterfowl are the most skittish
birds I have ever encountered- at times being impossible to photograph). It is not a lot of fun walking
through forest trails deep in 10 centimetres of snow in minus 15 degrees looking for Buntings,
Accentors and invisible Copper pheasants.
Life in Japan is different too. Everything is incredibly efficient. The trains and buses run on time to
the minute. (we enjoyed the bullet train down to see the snow monkeys). The toilet seats are heated
and there are enough sprays to wash your nether regions from every possible angle and
temperature- ( enjoyed that luxury –but then came the let-down)- you usually had to wash your
hands in icy water and blow your hands dry in arctic winds from the hand dryers. There are
convenience stores (7-11 type) franchises every couple of kilometres where you can buy hot coffee
and sandwiches for lunch or use the vending machines which are located on practically every street
corner.
Japanese food and the traditional way of Japanese life did not appeal to me. Bathing in hot springs is
a big thing in Japan and our guide had booked us into hotel after hotel which offered this “treat”
which usually meant you did not have a shower in your room. Traditional life is sparse. Sleeping on
futons (more akin to thin camping mattresses) and sitting on cushions under tables 20 centimetres
high was not my way of doing things. Nor was eating 7 course meals-tiny helpings of who knows
what which always started with some form of raw fish- sorry but I have never been a great sushi fan.
So despite the fact that everything works, I thought the Japanese cities were great concrete jungles
filled with people who looked as though they had just emerged from an operating theatre all
wearing their surgical masks. It is a country with very little soul or charm.
But it is a great place to bird. Top of my “must see” bird list is the Stellers’ Sea-Eagle (surely the best
looking eagle in the world) and to watch 350 of them out on the pack ice is an unforgettable
experience. The Cranes too were very special. Watching
the crane migration In Kyushu and the dancing Redcrowned Cranes of Hokkaido will enthral any birder. If
you are a wildfowl enthusiast- how about the four best
looking ducks in the world. Baikal Teal, Falcated,
Harlequin and Long-tailed Ducks, and don’t forget on
your sea trips there are over six species of Auks and the
three Northern Albatross- Short-tailed, Laysans and
Black-footed.
Because the Heritage Expedition dates kept changing we
were forced to change our Japan tour dates which meant
having to use two guides in Japan as Take was not

available for the full trip and so we met up with Chris
Cook in Tokyo and flew down to Kyushu 1000
kilometres to the south, away from the winter
temperatures of the Tokyo for a close encounter with
the Hooded and White-naped Cranes.
We only had two full and two half days on Kyushu so
after picking up the car at the airport we headed
straight for Izumi the town where the Arasaki Crane
centre is to be found. We did find time for one stop
along the way stopping at a bridge over a river where
we found Japanese, Grey and White Wagtails and a
Common Snipe hiding in the grass. We also found our
first Bull-headed Shrike.
Approximately 13000 cranes overwinter in the dry rice
paddies scattered around the crane centre- the vast
majority are Hooded cranes- 10000 or so with the
balance being 3000 White-naped Cranes. There are
usually a few stragglers around and we saw two Sandhill Cranes and one Common Crane. In some
years if you are very fortunate you may also find a Demoiselle or even a Siberian Crane there. We
paid three visits there over our three days. On the second day we arrived at dawn to watch the
cranes taking off and moving to their feeding areas. It was a dark cloudy day and the photo
opportunities were fairly hopeless, but on our third day we returned closer to midday to find many
cranes in the air circling to gain altitude. The return migration was underway and we watched as
small groups, 10-20 birds at a time, gained altitude and headed away calling to each other
continuously as if to encourage everyone on the long flight ahead. These were truly evocative
moments and would bring a lump to the throat of even a hardened bird watcher. Some head west
towards Korea before heading on to Mongolia while others head towards Russia and their Siberian
breeding grounds.
There were other birds around the Crane Centre- lots of Rooks and Crows feeding in the fields which
we scanned to find a Daurian Jackdaw hiding in the multitudes. The roof of the centre was a good
place to look over the paddy fields and watch the cranes being fed by the centre staff while the low
flying Black-eared Kites gave good photo opportunities. There were both Eurasian and Black-faced
Spoonbills around. The Black-faced were always a million miles away and I would have to wait for
the Mai Po marshes before I got the photograph I wanted. We also visited a small river close by
where there were some Eurasian Teal and Eurasian Widgeon: there was also a bird that looked more
like an American Widgeon although I suspect that it was hybrid. Further along the river we found a
Long-billed Plover and a small flock of Japanese Grosbeak which were so skittish they fled every time
I opened the car door.
After birding the Crane reserve early in the
morning we headed out to Kogawa dam. We
hoped to find some Mandarin Duck, and
although we turned up six birds they were miles
away across the other side of the dam flying
with the hundreds of Mallards. Birding here was
difficult- the two views of Ryukyu Minvets were
brief fly-bys and so too were the Japanese
green Pigeon. We heard Chinese Bamboo

Partridge calling in some deep thickets and
it took some time before Chris nearly stood
on one which flushed and flew within a
couple of metres of us. Even the Varied Tits
were difficult- we could hear them calling
long before we got some distant views.
Forgive me for going on about how skittish
these birds are, but even the Pale and
Dusky Thrush on the roadside would take
flight immediately you stopped the car. The
Buntings I thought would be easier but noboth Meadow and Rustic Buntings never
hung around for long.
In the afternoon we visited the Akune coastline. There from the cliffs you could scan the bay below
and if you are lucky find Japanese Murrelet close to shore. Ours were way out in the bay and we
didn’t get great views even with the scope. We did find much closer Pelagic Cormorants and even an
Eastern Blue Rockthrush scavenging along the cliff top.
Day three saw us visiting the Uki Estuary in search of some great wildfowl. The estuary is wide and
long, giving the birds every opportunity to sit out in the middle where only scope views were
possible. This was true of a large flock of some 200 Baikal Teal which refused to come close. The
Falcated Duck were much closer but you had to sneak up behind the concrete barrier, peer over the
top and fire off a few shots as quickly as possible as they would take to the air as soon as they saw
you. There was a fair selection of other waterfowl- more Widgeon and Teal, Northern Pintail,
Common Shelduck, Eastern Spot-billed Duck, Common Pochard and one lone Northern Shoveler.
We tried to time our visit just before high tide so the ducks could come closer to the shore and then
wait for the tide to recede leaving lots of mud flats which the Saunders Gulls were keen to fly over
and feed on the small crustaceans in the mud. This happened as planned and we were entertained
by a low flying Western Osprey as we waited for the tide to go out. The Saunders Gulls varied from
full breeding plumage to complete non -breeding plumages.
On our last day we revisited Kogawa dam – there are not that many birding sites around Izumi
before our final visit to the Crane centre. Then it was time to head for the airport and our afternoon
flight back to Tokyo where we said farewell to Chris before flying on to Hokkaido (the most Northerly
Island) the following morning.
We landed at Kushiro Hokkaido around
mid-morning. Take our guide was waiting
for us with the car and soon we were off
through the snow-filled landscape to the
main Red-crowned Crane feeding station
at Tsurui.
Red-crowned cranes are an endangered
bird, brought back from the edge of
extinction when the local population in
East Hokkaido started feeding the birds in
winter and hunting was banned. Today
the numbers are increasing with an

estimated population of over 1000 birds, half of
which live in Hokkaido. These cranes don’t
migrate and breed locally in the Kushiro wetlands.
Several research studies are underway to
understand why the cranes have such a problem
feeding themselves in winter. I only had to look at
the snow-covered fields where in places the snow
was nearly a metre deep to understand part of
the problem.
The cranes at Tsurui roost in a nearby riverbed
where up to 60 birds can be found just after
dawn. They then fly across nearby fields to the
Crane centre where up to 300 birds congregate in the middle of winter to feed. The centre has a
small museum and shop and on the day we were there only a dozen or so photographers, but on
some days they can outnumber the cranes.
There were not too many birds there when we visited – probably about 30 or so but we did see
more in their natural habitat when we visited the Kushiro wetlands. We watched the birds for over
an hour- they just seemed full of life and were simply enjoying themselves. Another very special and
memorable experience to take home and revisit when reviewing your photographs.
The one owl everyone wants to see on Hokkaido is Blakiston’s Fish Owl, but even though he plays
second fiddle a Ural Owl is a pretty good sighting as well and we were fortunate enough to see the
Ural Owl on three separate occasions. They seem quite happy to sit at their roost holes in full
daylight and enjoy the warmth of the winter sunshine.
Blakiston’s is however a very different proposition. The Owl Is named after Thomas Blakiston, an
explorer who died in 1891. Blakiston was the first person to notice that animals in Hokkaidō,
Japan's northern island, were related to northern Asian species, whereas those on Honshū to the
south were related to those from southern Asia. The Tsugaru Strait between the two islands was
therefore established as a zoogeographical boundary, and became known as "Blakiston's Line".
He found Fish owls on Hokkaido and the bird was named after him. Blakiston’s Fish Owl Is the
largest owl in the world.
The bird is found only on Hokkaido and SE Russia with a possible small population in North Korea. It
is critically endangered, largely because of man’s habitat destruction and overfishing of salmon
resources.
The population is now slowly recovering on Hokkaido as a protected species with numbers
estimated at 50+ pairs.
We had two opportunities to see the bird.
One at a very upmarket traditional
Japanese hotel called Yuyado Daiichi. They
had built a tiny pool, no more than a metre
square on the deck outside the Lounge
window which was covered with a metal
top during the day. Every evening the top
was removed and a few fish tossed inside,
and sure enough the Owl would come in in
the early evening and pull a couple of fish
out, not two metres from the admiring

crowd standing on the other side of the
glass window in the lounge. Photography
was nearly impossible shooting through the
glass in very low light outside.
The second opportunity at Rausu was very
different. Here on a small stream another
pond had been constructed which was
restocked daily and views over the stream
were to be had from two portacabin -like
structures and an old bus which had been
converted into a photo hide. This allowed
40-50 photographers a position (you were
given a numbered position) overlooking the
stream. As darkness fell the windows were
removed from the portacabins and the long lenses emerged.
Special strobe lights had been erected to shine on the pool and they apparently have less effect on
the owls. You had however to sync the shutter speed of your camera to the firing of the strobe light.
For an F4 lens the settings were aperture- F4, shutter speed -one eightieth of a second at 3200 ISO.
How on earth are you going to get a sharp image at such a slow shutter speed I asked myself, but I
followed the instructions and was amazed at the result.
They keep a log of the time of the owl sightings every night, and it appeared he would come in early
– usually half an hour after dark. The previous night he then came in at 8.00pm for a second time
and at 3.00am for a third time.
So we settled down to wait and sure enough at 6.30 pm he put in his first appearance, pulled out a
couple of fish and flew off to give them to his mate. Twenty minutes later he was back, this time to
feed himself. He stayed 10 minutes or so and then departed and we decided to wait another hour to
see if returned at 8.00 pm as he had the previous night. At 8.15 pm we gave up and the following
morning discovered he had not returned until 12.30 am.
Still I had the pictures I wanted despite being nearly deafened by the firing of 50 odd cameras all
around me. It may seem very commercialised to many and the hotel owners obviously make lots of
money from the owl but if it saves just one more endangered pair I don’t think too many people will
complain.
The small harbour of Shibetsu is only a
couple of kilometres from Rausu
where we had watched the Fish Owl
the previous night. It is from Shibetsu
that the boat departs on a daily basis
in “pack ice season” to see the eagles
on the ice .You can choose from two
cruises or do both-First up an early
morning cruise at 6.00 am which some
photographers like to get shots of the
eagles as the sun rises over the pack
ice. Then at 9.00am another trip to

see the eagles on the ice as they
congregate as if just waiting for their
daily fish breakfast. We decided on the
far more civilised 9.00am trip.
There are two eagles on offer- Steller’s
and White-tailed Sea-Eagle. Steller’s
Eagle is a winter visitor to Japan and
leaves in Spring to return to the
Kamchatka peninsula in Russia where it
breeds. Always known as an inveterate
scavenger, it has learnt to take full
opportunity from the pickings from the
myriad numbers of fishing boats
scattered along the Japanese coastline. To be fed on daily basis by boats dedicated to watching the
eagles is simply an added bonus.
White-tailed Sea Eagles are much more widely distributed- we first saw them in Scotland but they
range from Greenland in the west to Japan in the east. They too have a wide dietary range but are
primarily scavengers in winter. Steller’s outnumbered the White-tailed Eagles on the ice in a ratio of
about 10:1.
So at 9.00am we were all aboard along with about 8 other folks on our half hour journey out to the
ice. The harbour had the usual Greater Scaup, Tufted and Harlequin Ducks along with lots of Slatybacked and Black-tailed Gulls, but we saw little else before reaching the pack ice. Here the boat
edged right up to ice shelf and the crew started throwing fish out to the waiting eagles. The photo
opportunities were simply mind blowing – you just did not know where to point the camera next.
We moved to two or three different spots along the edge of the pack ice over the course of the next
hour and threw out fish ( at least 4 large boxes of fish) as we went, followed by hundreds of gulls
who could never get enough and by eagles who at times looked as if they had eaten more than their
fair share.
Our time out by the ice went by in what seemed like a flash and soon we were heading back giving
us the rest of the day to explore the Hokkaido coastline.
The rest of our time on Hokkaido- apart from another boat trip to find some auks- was spent in snow
filled woodlands looking for bird parties or in harbours looking for
gulls and sea ducks.
Close to Shibetsu harbour there is a long spit of land running out
into the ocean called Notsuke Spit . Here we looked for Lapland
Bunting and Asian Rosy Finch without success but had a glimpse
of a flock of Snow buntings as they flew off above the Sika deer.
We also saw on a brief fly-by the sub-species of Velvet Scoter
called Siberian Scoter. We were entertained by a confiding Red
Fox who was obviously used to being fed by visitors.
Hokkaido had heavy snow falls In January and the snow still lay
thick on the ground at the beginning of March- Not surprising
really with temperatures dropping to -5 to -15 every night.
However the roads had all been cleared so it was not difficult to
drive around. We checked the woodlands around our hotels early

each morning. Some had bird feeders which
drew in the tits, but the bird parties we found
usually had four species of Tit. Marsh, Willow,
Long-tailed and Japanese- a split from Europe’s
Great Tit. A couple of Woodpeckers- Great
Spotted, White-backed and Japanese Pygmy.
We never found Black Woodpecker despite
many hours of searching and Japanese Green
we had to wait for Honshu to see. Eurasian
Nuthatch was extremely common and seen on
a daily basis. Eurasian Jay we only picked up at
a couple of spots but Dusky Thrush and Browneared Bulbul were reasonably common.
In Shibetsu and Habomai harbours we found Tufted Duck, Black Scoter, Harlequin and Long-tailed
Ducks as well as Goldeneye, Greater Scaup and Red-breasted Merganser, while Common Merganser
was to be found on a couple of the lakes we visited. We also found Smew on the lakes but they were
a long way off and we all agreed that a “new Smew view” was required but we had to wait to
Honshu for that.
Whooper swans were also on the lakes in small pools where the ice had melted or where hot springs
kept the ice from freezing. The photographers just loved the misty outlines of the swans hidden by
the steam rising from the lake.
There were Gulls a plenty in the harbours where Slaty-backed, Glaucous-winged, Glaucous, Blacktailed and Common Gull were common.
Our final morning in Hokkaido was spent doing a trip on a small boat from Habomai harbour chasing
down as many auks as we could find. Spectacled Guillemot showed well, and we had views of Pigeon
Guillemot (uncommon here) and Snow’s Guillemot (not yet recognised by IOC and treated as a
subspecies of Pigeon). We had a couple of small flocks of Least Auklet which always flew as the boat
approached and nice views of Ancient Murrelets on the return trip to harbour. No Puffins
unfortunately but they were a real long shot.
In the afternoon we skirted Kiritappu marsh where we finally picked up Asian Rosy Finch before
heading back to Kushiro and our flight back to Tokyo
I was not expecting birding on Honshu to live up to the excitement of the cranes on Kyushu or the
owls and eagles of Hokkaido but there were some interesting things to look forward to; including the
snow monkeys of Jigokudandi and the prospects of a (supposed) 200000 White-fronted Geese
migrating along the west coast near Akita.
But first things first- after landing in Tokyo
we made our way directly to the Takeshiba
boat wharf from where we would catch the
overnight ferry to Hachijo-jima one of the Izu
Islands some 10 hours south of Tokyo by
ferry. We opted for a shared cabin rather
than a “seat” for the overnight trip. Thank
goodness as the “seat” was non-existentbeing a small allocated piece of floor space
where you could lie down with 20
Long-tailed Duck

centimetres between your neighbours
on either side. You could rent a small
mattress if desired!! to make it slightly
more comfortable. Why the Japanese
punish themselves like this I have no
idea.
The reason for the ferry trip was the
possibility of a couple of hours of sea
birding before docking; Then spending
two hours on shore looking for Izu
Thrush and Owsten’s Tit, before reboarding and birding the entire day
back to Tokyo looking for Streaked
Shearwater, the three Northern waters
Harlequin Duck
Albatross- Short-tailed, Black-footed
and Laysan’s, and possibly some auks along the way. Sounds great but in reality the birds kept huge
distances between themselves and the boat never once coming close enough to get a really good
shot- I would have to wait for the Spirit of Enderby for that, but we did in fact see all three Albatross
and Streaked Shearwater and Take our guide said he saw a couple of Japanese Murrelets
disappearing into the distance. The onshore birding did not happen either. We had barely put our
feet on the dockside when we were recalled to the boat. The Captain wanted to leave as soon as
possible because bad weather was on its way.
So not the best sea-birding experience I have ever had, but at least I had got my Short-tailed
Albatross- only one to go now- Amsterdam- when if ever will I see that bird?
After overnighting in Tokyo, we dragged our luggage through to the main railway station and caught
the bullet train to Karuizawa, collected a car, and were ready for two days birding around Mount
Myougi, and the Yachou-no-mori trail where the Copper Pheasant lives. It was cold here and the
snow lay thick on the ground, while the birds were thin on the ground, or as in the case of the
pheasant- non-existent.
Over two days we managed to find Brambling, Hawfinch, Rustic Buntings, Varied Tits, Oriental
Greenfinch, Japanese Green Woodpecker, and even a Chinese Hwamei in the hotel grounds. Brief
views of a Japanese Accentor were had and even
briefer views of a fly by Green Pheasant. Our final
trip up the snow-covered trail produced another
Ural Owl but not the desired Copper Pheasant.
So we motored onwards to Yaamanouchi and an
appointment with the snow monkeys. Snow had
fallen heavily the day before and the hotel looked
like a winter wonderland. This was another
expensive traditional Japanese hotel – the like of
which I was now heartedly sick of. From the hotel
to the monkey park we were faced with 45minute
walk along a treacherous ice-covered trail which
we negotiated carefully along with hundreds of
other international tourists. Yes,the monkeys
were there, three of four of them actually in the

hot springs, while others
wandered about in a fairly small
area totally oblivious to the
dozens of selfie snapping tourists
around them. I felt vaguely
disappointed with the whole
commercialised affair and after
taking a few shots was ready to
leave.
We dropped the car off, bullet
trained back to Tokyo, and we
were back at Haneda Airport (felt
Eastern Marsh Harrier
like we knew this place like the
back of our hand) early the next morning for our flight to Akita.
Little did we know we had another disappointment in store here. Our guide really had not done his
homework on the state of play around Akita. We were told to expect tens of thousands of Greater
White-fronted Geese, Taiga and Tundra Bean Geese, - hundreds of Snow Geese, and even the
possibility of a Lesser white-fronted Goose. In reality we were too late and most had left already. We
drove around empty rice paddies for three hours and could not find a single goose – not one!! When
asking Take where they were, we were met with silence- and an inscrutable Japanese face.
In the end he took us to the lake where they roost in their thousands- if they were anywhere they
would return here as darkness fell. It was a Sunday and the local nature conservation offices were
closed so we kept asking him if he knew any locals who could give us some information- but he said
not. At the lake we arrived about 4.00pm and found a large hide there with photos inside of the
geese and YES some local contact numbers. We were told most of the geese had left but last night
some 20000 had come in to roost. So we waited and as darkness fell, skeins of Greater Whitefronted began to circle the lake but not a single bird landed. We waited until 7.00pm when darkness
was total and still not a single bird had come in. So a visit before dawn was required and sure
enough in the darkness an hour before dawn you could hear the noise of thousands of geese out
there.
The locals were out there to count and reckoned there were 15000 Geese left now as they were
leaving on a daily basis. It was still too dark to see but amongst the ghostly shapes there were some
paler shades which were probably Snow Geese. The noise was getting louder and suddenly, long
before dawn really broke they all took off- hundreds lifting into the air together. An amazing sound
as it was still too dark to watch them go.
Where they went to feed no one knew. We again searched empty paddy fields and did find just a
couple of geese but that I’m afraid was that. We still had a couple of hours before our return to the
airport so we birded along a lake and finally got our “new Smew view” although they were terribly
skittish and fled whenever the car stopped. We had nice
views of an Eastern Marsh Harrier and another good finda solitary Grey-headed Lapwing feeding in one of the
paddy fields.
And so our 18 days in Japan came to an end. Back in
Tokyo we said farewell to Take and the Lovells who were
returning to Johannesburg and made our way to Narita,

Tokyo’s other major airport for our onward flight on Air New Zealand to Auckland and the start of
another adventure.

